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Abstract

The 2014-2016 Ebola outbreak primarily based in 3 West African countries, had far-reaching global effects. Importantly, the crisis highlighted large gaps in reproductive health services in affected countries and inadequate healthcare system preparedness for obstetrical patients in the setting of highly contagious infectious diseases. We aim to review Ebola virus effects with a focus on the obstetrical implications in the context of this recent Ebola outbreak, discuss the lessons learned following this outbreak and propose current measures specific to obstetrics that should be considered in preparation for the next concerning emergent infectious disease.
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Background

Although Ebola virus was first discovered more than 40 years ago, it remained a relatively obscure pathogen until 2014 when it became widely known, including within the obstetrics and gynecology community. Prior to 2014, Ebola virus was associated with small, relatively limited disease outbreaks in rural Africa. However, in 2014–2016, West Africa experienced the largest outbreak of Ebola virus disease (EVD) in history, with more than 28,000 people infected and 11,000 deaths1. Although the vast majority of cases occurred in 3 West African countries (Guinea, Sierra Leone, and Liberia), 7 additional countries, including the United States, reported local transmission. In the United States, four people were diagnosed with Ebola virus infection with one of them dying from EVD1.

Ebola virus, first discovered in 1976 in Yambuku, Democratic Republic of Congo, along the Ebola River, is a zoonotic RNA virus and a member of the Filoviridae family. There are five
known species of ebolaviruses with the Zaire ebolavirus the cause of the 2014-2016 West Africa EVD outbreak. The virus is easily transmitted from person-to-person through direct contact with blood or body fluids, including through unsafe burial practices and through breast milk and sexual contact with semen. It is unknown if sexual transmission from women occurs. In addition, transmission can also occur from contact with contaminated objects such as needles or syringes and contact with infected animals including ingestion of infected meat.

The Ebola outbreak of 2014-2016 in West Africa had profound and lasting effects. In addition to the terrible tragedy of such widespread morbidity and mortality, overall gaps in reproductive health services in affected countries in West Africa became apparent. It highlighted the importance of screening for travel history to avoid importation of disease. Because Ebola is highly transmissible, it also brought into focus the importance of infection control strategies, particularly in labor and delivery settings where blood and body fluid contamination is common. Ebola caused a shift in our global perspective of disease and had many lasting effects. Our goal is to review Ebola virus effects with a focus on the obstetrical implications in the context of this recent Ebola outbreak. Further aims are to discuss the lessons learned following this outbreak and current measures specific to obstetrics that should be considered in preparation for the next concerning emergent infectious disease.

**Clinical Course of Ebola Virus Disease**

Signs and symptoms of EVD include fever, severe headache, muscle pain, abdominal pain, diarrhea, vomiting, and unexplained hemorrhage. While classically individuals present with a febrile gastrointestinal illness, up to 18% of confirmed cases may present without fever. Symptoms during the initial course of EVD may be non-specific and mirror the symptoms from infections endemic to the same region. The incubation period from exposure to the development of symptoms is 2-21 days with an average of about 7 days. A diagnosis of EVD is initially based on clinical presentation in the context of potential exposure history, either recent travel or potential Ebola virus exposure. Laboratory testing via reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) of blood or oral swabs to detect Ebola virus RNA may be positive within the first 24 hours after symptom onset, however such positivity can be delayed for up to 72 hours after symptom onset. Enzyme linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) can also be performed to detect Ebola Virus specific IgM or IgG, with antibodies developing as early as 2 days and 6 days after symptom development and persisting for up to 6 months and 10 years for IgM and IgG, respectively. Prolonged detection of Ebola virus has been demonstrated in certain body fluids including semen and vaginal secretions.

Following the initial phase of illness, patients often progress to severe disease and may develop hypovolemia, oliguria, transaminitis, hypoalbuminemia, elevated creatinine, leukopenia, thrombocytopenia, and multi-organ failure. Although EVD is considered a hemorrhagic disease, less than half of patients will have abnormal bleeding. The overall mortality rate is high but depends on the medical setting; those who receive intensive medical care have better survival rates. The overall mortality rate is estimated to be 34-74 based on data from the 2014-2016 West African outbreak, however among EVD
patients managed in Europe and the United states, the overall mortality rate was 18.5\%^{12}.

People who recover from Ebola infection develop antibodies that may last 10 years or longer.

Treatment for Ebola includes primarily supportive care to maintain plasma volume and blood pressure including liberal use of blood products, correction of electrolyte imbalances or coagulopathy and maintaining adequate oxygenation. Patients may require 5-10 L of more of intravenous or oral fluid per day to maintain circulating blood volume^{13}. Secondary infections are also common and should be aggressively managed. In malaria endemic regions, malaria treatment should be considered. Clinical management must prioritize prompt isolation and effective infection control measures including standard, contact and droplet precautions^{3}. Unfortunately, there are no effective therapeutic agents or vaccines that are currently FDA approved to treat or prevent Ebola virus disease. Several investigational therapeutic agents have recently been evaluated, though no agents have yet been identified with proven substantial clinical efficacy against Ebola. For example, a randomized clinical trial of ZMapp, a mixture of three investigational monoclonal antibodies, was conducted during the outbreak and concluded that although ZMapp may have had some beneficial effect the results did not reach the a priori threshold for efficacy^{14}. Although numerous vaccine candidates are in clinical development, there are currently no licensed vaccines and there remains a critical need for a safe and effective vaccine that can be used for future outbreaks^{15}. Unfortunately, pregnant women have been excluded from most, if not all, vaccine trials.

**Pregnancy among women with Ebola Virus Disease**

Accurate information regarding the specific impact of EVD during pregnancy is limited due to the paucity of data. There is no evidence of increased susceptibility during pregnancy from prior outbreaks and very few pregnant women have been reported in the literature^{3}. However, surveillance systems in past outbreaks, including during the West African outbreak, did not carefully and routinely collect pregnancy status information. Therefore, little is known about attack rates in pregnancy. Women may be at greater risk of exposure as they may more commonly be acting in a care role tending to the ill. Due the sheer scale of the public health needs and limited resources, the response to the 2014-2016 outbreak focused primarily on preventing transmission while surveillance capacity was limited.

The clinical presentation and disease course of EVD appears to be similar among pregnant and non-pregnant women, however data are limited. An increased risk for severe disease and death among pregnant women compared to non-pregnant women has been reported in prior outbreaks with maternal mortality estimated at about 90\%. Although there is some evidence that mortality rates in pregnant women in the recent outbreak were lower^{16} than reported in prior outbreaks, there were very few pregnancy outcomes reported. There is limited information regarding specific care and treatment recommendations for pregnant women. Thus supportive care recommendations should be similar to that for the non-pregnant women with primarily supportive care focusing on hydration to replace expected losses from mainly gastrointestinal sources of diarrhea and vomiting. Avoidance of secondary infections is critical, particularly during pregnancy when alterations in immunity may occur.
The perinatal mortality rate among infants of Ebola-infected women is very high with very few infants surviving past the neonatal period. However, since nearly all reports of pregnancy outcomes are from those receiving care in resource-limited settings, it is unknown if the survival rate would be substantially better if infants received intensive medical treatment. Neonates have been included in some use of investigational interventions but the results were used in rescue scenarios that cannot be used to create treatment protocols.

**Recommendations for Management of the Pregnant Ebola Patient**

Pregnant EVD patients should be considered a substantial risk for fluid contamination as spontaneous rupture of membranes, uterine bleeding, and labor are unpredictable. During labor and delivery, high risks associated with potential massive fluid and blood exposure increases the importance of infection control measures specific to the obstetrical setting. Given these risks of transmission and the limited capacity for effective preventive strategies during the recent outbreak, there is some anecdotal evidence that OB wards were serving as amplification points for the Ebola virus.

Strategies for management of spontaneous abortion and fetal demise including manual vacuum aspiration, dilation and evacuation or induction need to be available in centers caring for the EVD patients. Expectant management should be standard of care. There are no specific guidelines concerning fetal monitoring though consideration of clinical response should be included in any decision to monitor. As neonatal mortality has been extremely high the role for routine fetal surveillance and active obstetrical management is unclear and must be balanced by concerns for transmission to health care workers. Importantly, recommendations for fetal assessment and obstetrical management in high-resource settings may differ if more favorable infant outcomes are anticipated.

Vaginal delivery should include full body personal protective equipment (PPE) and be mindful of the extreme exposure to body fluids and feces. As much as possible, artificial rupture of membranes should be avoided and cervical exams minimized. Surgical delivery of neonate via cesarean delivery should be carefully weighed with consideration of healthcare worker exposure and should only occur in centers with expertise in the management of patients with Ebola. Pain control should be offered and given with close coordination with anesthesia providing available options. Neuraxial anesthesia may represent high rates of complications as EVD may lead to thrombocytopenia. Little data exists on whether delivery improves or worsens morbidity though case reports demonstrate that some patients survived EVD after expectant management of intrauterine fetal death. Further, these case reports of successful management of pregnant Ebola patients demonstrate that women can be cared for and delivered without infection to healthcare workers. In one case, initial symptoms were mild without fever highlighting the importance of vigilance for signs and symptoms in pregnant women, which often may overlap with symptoms of pregnancy. Additionally, this mother continued her course without hemorrhagic symptoms similar to two other reported cases, highlighting that not all women with Ebola during the high-risk pregnancy period will have these severe complications. Fetal and placental tissues have been Ebola RT-PCR positive even after maternal recovery and clearance of viremia. Similarly, the virus may continue to be present in vaginal secretions and amniotic fluid even after
maternal blood clearance of the virus\textsuperscript{21,22}, thus infection control measures with appropriate personal protective equipment by trained staff along with proper management and disposal of fetal remains is imperative even after resolution of maternal symptoms.

**Other maternal and infant health issues**

Beyond the specific concerns regarding care of the pregnant Ebola patient, the Ebola outbreak impacted reproductive aged women in other ways. Women are often the caregivers, thus given the risks of exposure in the care of the Ebola patient, during the recent outbreak, there were reports of women being disproportionately infected\textsuperscript{23}. As contaminated needles have been associated with the spread of Ebola, women may be reluctant to receive contraceptive injections thus increasing their risk for unintended pregnancy. Further, these fears may also lead to reduction in vaccination rates increasing the risks of other infectious diseases.

Further, during the Ebola crisis there were unclear recommendations regarding breast-feeding among mothers with suspected or confirmed Ebola. While Ebola may be transmitted through breast-feeding, many of these women are in low-resource settings where breast-feeding is considered the optimal method of infant feeding. In some settings there may not be safe alternatives to breast-feeding, where non-breast fed infants have increased risks of death from starvation or other infections. Further complicating the issue, infants exposed to the sick mothers may act as vectors passing on the virus to new caregivers when their mother becomes symptomatic. Given the unclear recommendations and little data on clearance of the virus from breast-milk, decisions regarding feeding need to be individualized.

**Ebola survivors – Issues relating to future pregnancies**

There are an estimated 17,000 EVD survivors worldwide including over 5000 women of reproductive age (WHO 2016). Ebola survivors have reported major barriers to resuming normal lives after clinical improvement\textsuperscript{24,25}, such as emotional distress, discrimination, health issues, loss of possessions, and difficulty regaining their livelihoods. Unfortunately, for women of reproductive age, many questions regarding the impact of EVD on future pregnancies remain.

Importantly Ebola virus can be found in immune privileged sites, such as ocular fluid, semen and cerebrospinal fluid, for many months post-infection, thus the potential risk of Ebola virus, including risks of sexual transmission, maternal to child transmission, and risks of healthcare related transmissions may persist long after resolution of maternal symptoms. The length of viral persistence in bodily fluids remains poorly defined. For example, there is evidence of Ebola viral RNA persisting up to 21 days in vaginal secretions after maternal blood viral clearance\textsuperscript{26}; given the paucity of data the maximal length of viral persistence among pregnant and non-pregnant women in vaginal secretions is unclear.

It is not known if EVD can impact future pregnancies in terms of increasing the risks of spontaneous abortion, stillbirth, birth defects or poor obstetrical outcomes. Case reports however on healthy outcomes following EVD have been reported. For example, Kamali described the delivery of a healthy baby to an EVD survivor who became pregnant 22 weeks...
after clearance of viremia\textsuperscript{17}. While these limited data suggest that healthy outcomes are possible, we are unable to advise on the actual risks or length of time after infection when pregnancy may be safest. Given the concerns for persistent viremia, women with prior EVD should be managed as a high-risk pregnancy with a plan for delivery following strict infection control measures.

**Learning from Ebola – Opportunities for Global and US systems and response efforts, hospitals and the OB/GYN provider**

In the aftermath of the recent Ebola outbreak, there are still many unanswered questions and an urgency to improve healthcare systems to reduce the impact of future outbreaks. Further progress in less invasive diagnostic testing could decrease the potential for healthcare worker exposure, improve treatment response, and decrease the time patients under investigation are sequestered given the confounding symptomatology of pregnant patients.

**Global: Systems-level recommendations and opportunities**

The recent West-African Ebola outbreak exposed the challenges for reproductive care during emergent infectious disease outbreaks. With 8\% of the doctors, nurses and midwives in Liberia infected and dying due to Ebola, the impact of the healthcare system is still significant\textsuperscript{27}. With reduced access to healthcare in affected countries, over 10,000 lives were lost to other health conditions such as TB, malaria and HIV\textsuperscript{28}. The already overburdened healthcare systems deteriorated with reports of lack of access to obstetric care for uninfected pregnant women, lack of trust in the healthcare system and an overall increase in births by unskilled birth attendants\textsuperscript{29}. Further, while global efforts aimed to increase the capacity for care though Ebola Treatment Units (ETUs), these centers had minimal OB care available, with limited or no capacity for cesarean deliveries or manual vacuum aspiration. The lack of pregnancy specific data available highlights the need for surveillance efforts to recognize pregnancy and tracking outcomes as well as closely evaluating obstetrical units as potential amplification points. In the absence of appropriate monitoring and surveillance activities that recognize pregnancy and follow reproductive aged women who are survivors, we are unable to appropriately develop recommendations for the management of pregnant women as to the timing and management of future pregnancies to optimize outcomes\textsuperscript{30}.

The crisis highlighted the need to strengthen the current healthcare systems in these developing countries to provide opportunities for future prevention of similar outbreaks and improving healthcare outcomes from EVD and other potential emerging infectious diseases.

There is a need for better global preparedness, specifically for pregnant women. As over 5000 reproductive aged women were infected during the West African outbreak, the clear lack of attention to obstetric care in the setting of Ebola merits attention with the development of guidelines in preparation for future outbreaks to include care of infected and uninfected pregnant women.

Further, future responses to emerging infectious disease outbreaks can leverage experience to aid in the development of successful response strategies. For example, Uganda was
successful in rapid containment of the virus through a multipronged approach due to high political support and effective coordination through national and district task forces, an active surveillance program, community mobilization using village health teams and other community resources, effective laboratory systems, effective case management and collaboration with partners. These coordinated efforts must integrate management of obstetrical patients.

**United States: national and health care systems recommendations and opportunities**

During the West African Ebola outbreak, awareness of Ebola virus increased and efforts to increase preparedness among providers the United States became a priority. For OB GYNs, recommended guidance in the setting of the Ebola outbreak emphasized the importance of asking all patients about travel histories and potential high-risk exposures, and increasing awareness of key signs and symptoms of Ebola. During outbreak, many healthcare providers and hospitals began routine assessment of recent travel to West Africa, with many systems continuing to assess travel history after the resolution of the outbreak.

Addressing patient care in low resource settings during active outbreaks, compared to high-resource settings with sporadic travel associated cases, limited local transmission, such as the United States, need to clearly have different approaches responses employed for management. The Centers of Disease Control and Prevention with the U.S. Department of Health and Human services released recommendations for screening and appropriate management with triaging suspected EVD patients in March of 2015. The development of a tiered approach was recommended with front-line health care facilities, Ebola assessment hospitals and Ebola treatment hospitals. In the case where you have a patient who has suspicion for EVD in a high resource setting with low disease prevalence, it is imperative that the healthcare system be alerted to avoid potential exposure and transmission and clear protocols be in place to reduce the risk of transmission and optimize the care of the patient. Patients under investigation (PUIs) should be immediately isolated with strict infection control procedures implemented to prevent spread. During the Ebola outbreak, CDC developed extensive monitoring systems to follow individuals exposed to Ebola. Once the diagnosis is confirmed, pregnant patients should be cared for in an Ebola Treatment Center.

While this approach is pragmatic with hospitals strengthening their capacity for providing the level of care within their tier, evaluation of the success of multiple Ebola treatment centers should be considered. The original US response to the threat of domestic EVD outbreak included 55 Ebola Treatment Centers spread throughout the nation. These had varying degrees of preparation for the obstetric population, as there was little guidance for care of the fetus and laboring patient. Experts and stakeholders have suggested that efforts should focus on building upon this tiered hospital approach with developing a few regional centers ideally in geographic regions with a high number of expatriates and travellers that are well prepared to respond to Ebola or other highly contagious emerging pathogens. We believe that these centers must have capacity to care for the obstetric population and can continue to maintain women’s health unit readiness for highly contagious diseases. Given
the money and investment in developing these centers, focused efforts on fewer centers of
excellence is more appropriate. This allows for highly trained staff with preparatory
experience and improved coordination of care. As there were initially three U.S.
bioccontainment units (Emory University Hospital, National Institutes of Health Clinical
Center and Nebraska Medicine), improving the capacity within these centers may be
appropriate. Notably, obstetrical care within these centers must be planned for within the
emergency response systems. Response planning for a laboring patient with EVD is an
important part of any Ebola Treatment Center though not all centers may have the capability
to accommodate. Thusly public health officials should be involved to insure transfer to the
appropriate facility. Should outbreaks become more expansive, adjustment of the model with
these centers of excellence is possible with expansion of these centers or adding centers as
needed.

For success of these Ebola Treatment Centers, there is a need for recurrent education of staff
regarding full body PPE as well as patient treatment in the setting of contagious diseases.
Staff fear and concerns need to be addressed with education to reinforce safe practices and
conduct for when actual clinical scenarios occur. Simulation can be used to practice care and
find points of confusion concerning care, especially in this setting, as very few patients with
Ebola were ever cared for in United States and none of them pregnant. The specific
organism should not be the focus of preparation rather modes of disease transmission.

During the recent EVD outbreak two cases of local transmission within the United States
provided a significant reminder of the importance of patient screening and infection control
training. In 2014 a patient and traveler from Liberia, a known EVD epidemic site,
presented to a Texas hospital with fever (37.8°C – 39.4°C) and complaints of abdominal
pain and headache. He was discharged with treatment for sinusitis presenting again three
days later for continued fever, abdominal pain, and new onset of diarrhea with subsequent
diagnosis of EVD. An investigation by CDC found 21 healthcare workers with exposure to
the patient or body fluid without the use of complete protective equipment and 10 patients
that had been transported in the same emergency vehicle without proper decontamination
procedures. Following the care of this patient with EVD, two nurses who stated using PPE
and reported no exposure were found to be positive for Ebola virus. The primary patient died
thirteen days after first presentation though both cases of local transmission were treated and
survived.

This highlights an overarching need to improve infection control protocols and practices
within routine care at all health facilities. These procedures are both intended to prevent
the health-care provider from getting sick as well as transmitting the infection to other
patients. Obstetric care and procedures are laden with potential bodily fluid exposure and,
given the often fast-paced nature of obstetrical care, strict adherence to standard precautions
should be met at every procedure and delivery. Infection control procedures must assume
that all blood, bodily fluids, secretions, excretions (except sweat), non-intact skin, and
mucous membranes might contains transmissible infection. Use of personal protective
equipment (PPE) including gloves, fluid impervious gowns, shoe covers and shielding of
mucous membranes and eyes are minimum requirements. Standard precautions must
include: appropriate hand hygiene, PPE, respiratory hygiene and cough etiquette, safe
injection practices, and safe handling of potentially contaminated equipment or surfaces. Additional recommendations for labor and delivery include eye protection and facemasks and double layers of gloves for procedures. The use of standard PPE should be protocol driven and enforced at every facility. These procedures must be followed in all situations, regardless if the case is suspected or confirmed. Though outbreaks of highly infectious diseases are rare, daily prevention techniques can prepare healthcare workers and facilities from the spread of contaminants and disease. More common conditions can highlight potential dangers, such as a sharps exposure to bodily fluid with Hepatitis C carries a seroconversion rate of 1.8%. Training should include identification of exposure level and the appropriate PPE response needed. Further, minimizing the number of individuals exposed to highly infectious individuals is imperative. Trainees and less experienced providers should not be involved with direct patient care. Any individuals not directly involved in patient care should be adequately protected and if possible isolated from areas of exposure risk.

Healthcare facilities need a plan and protocol for highly communicable diseases like Ebola that is appropriate for the level of care they will provide. For example, most centers will focus on isolation and basic infectious control procedures where centers of excellence will need higher level protocols for management of patients, particularly developing procedures for management of pregnant women. It is imperative that focus is placed on obstetrical units as a setting for disease exposure. This focus demands an increased need for awareness and vigilance as standard of care. Further, labor and delivery units act as a patient access point and should use screening guidelines for travel and assessment of possible infection. Individuals that screen positive and considered a person under investigation (PUI) should be assessed in a facility that can provide obstetric and neonatal care.

**U.S. provider level recommendations and opportunities**

While the goal is to create system-based practices to reduce individual provider exposure, there is an imperative for individual OB/GYNs to have a minimal base of information to reduce personal risk, delays in care and the spread of infections. Providers can directly work to improving system capacity, however they cannot rely on systems for knowledge, screening and personal safety. For example, in the case of Ebola, an OB/GYN must be aware of any new outbreaks that may occur, continue to screen women for recent travel within the past 3 weeks to high-risk regions or high-risk exposures and know signs and symptoms of Ebola.

Overall OB/GYNs must stay aware of current outbreaks of any highly contagious infectious disease, risk factors for these infections and the symptoms associated with the infection. During the recent outbreak CDC responded to clinical inquiries from throughout the country, however a majority had no initial signs or symptoms consistent with Ebola or epidemiologic factors, such as travel of having contact with an Ebola patient placing them at risk. While it is imperative to actively identify and isolate any persons meeting criteria for a PUIs, recognizing the important risk factors for Ebola is imperative as misallocation as a PUI may delay appropriate medical evaluation and treatment for other conditions. Importantly, pregnancy has common confounding symptomatology including, nausea, diarrhea, and...
abdominal pain, that can challenge standard criteria for diagnoses of infections. Signs or symptoms consistent with Ebola in a pregnant woman should trigger immediate coordination of obstetric and infectious disease consultation.

Strict adherence to standard infectious precautions should be followed for all obstetrical patients. As most facilities will not have the capacity to directly provide the high-level are for these patients, appropriate testing, isolation and transfer procedures need to be followed. For the actual care of these women, It should be limited to the most prepared settings and most highly trained providers. Obstetricians caring for these women should consider risks to woman and potential benefits to neonate when determining obstetric management of pregnant women with emerging infectious diseases, particularly decisions about mode of delivery. In many cases there may be no data on obstetric outcomes from settings with highly developed healthcare systems, thus extrapolation from existing data may not be appropriate.

Conclusion

In the aftermath of the recent Ebola outbreak, we have to prioritize preparedness for the next potential infectious outbreak. Globally, we must improve the healthcare infrastructure and capacity of the healthcare systems to rapidly respond to these highly contagious infections with high-mortality rates. There is an imperative to increase United States health care facility readiness to respond to the next emerging infectious disease outbreak. Systems must be in place for early identification, evaluation, isolation and treatment with the goals of improving outcomes while reducing the spread of these infections. These systems both globally and in the U.S. must recognize and prioritize obstetrical care, as these are overlooked high-risk settings. Attention to effective travel screening and infection control procedures is essential in all settings. Obstetricians need to be aware of any outbreaks and involved in the discussions on health-system responses and help to develop appropriate plans for care of the sick pregnant patient.
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### Recommendations and lessons learned from Ebola

#### Global Response
- Strengthen existing healthcare systems
- Surveillance systems need to include pregnancy status
- Build provider base with skill set in providing pregnancy care in emergency infectious disease responses
- Response systems must have appropriate plan for management of pregnant women, including capacity for miscarriage management and cesarean deliveries.
- Develop capacity for testing that reduces healthcare exposure, e.g. oral swabs

#### United States Healthcare System Response
- Appropriate protocols for screening and management need to be in place in all healthcare settings
- Standard infection control procedures should be carefully followed
- A tiered approach should be followed with development few regional centers of excellence for the management of highly infectious diseases.
- Plan for management of infectious cases need to include plans for the obstetric patient
- Ensure appropriate training of personnel
- Minimize number of providers exposed

#### OB/GYN Provider Response
- Screen all patients for recent travel history
- Be aware of global epidemics and symptoms of high-risk infections
- Practice appropriate infection control procedures and know hospital protocols